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s a woman to do? Isn’t stop there.t seem to lose?, which supplied explanations and strategies for dealing
with changes brought on by perimenopause and menopause. What’Menopause.If you’re dieting and feel
thwarted by menopause, you need a game plan. Jeanne Andrus guidelines up to help you plan and play your
very best game and feel much better about your body and your life.Lighten Up! is the follow-up publication
to Andrus’s #1 best-seller I Just Want to Be ME Again! The problem is that the hormonal changes
associated with midlife make it much more likely that women will gain weight, and that excess weight is
harder to reduce. In REDUCE!But she doesn’ She’ll demonstrate why you need a game plan that’s uniquely
designed for you, and tell you steps to make sure your diet is right for you personally. she combines her tenplus years of encounter as a menopausal female, personal trainer, and health trainer to work to focus on
the effects of hormonal changes on weight loss, and how you can use that knowledge to generate an
effective personalized weight-loss plan.t the whole thing disconcerting more than enough without gaining
weight that you can’ Your biggest win will be searching and sense better from the very first day of your
plan. Andrus explains how to set goals for weight reduction and also reach them, by super-charging your
motivation and removing internal blockers which means you stick with your daily diet.
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A nice reminder on the importance to be mentally prepared Your weight is the least important section of
this journey. Reconnecting with yourself, understanding your why and your why knot, embracing yourself,
and understanding your well worth. A funny and engaging book with great insights on the subject of the
technology behind weight loss and nutrition, and also the pivotal "inner game.This one very important
reminder by the writer really struck a chord with me and in addition, in my opinion, sums up what this book
is about. This book will not recommend one particular diet plan, but assists the reader know what diet will
work for them, and she reminds us throughout the book that it is important is to have your head (and
center) in the overall game. Stray it for the proper reasons, and you are much more likely to finish with
success. Finally. I'd slice it in half easily experienced the energy or enough time, so as to keep only the
parts and bits essential to my trip to losing those persistent 3 kgs..a book that explains why slimming down
in menopause is so a lot more challenging (and how to proceed about it) Hooray! Finally…a reserve that
discusses how weight loss when you’re a female in menopause is so different from just what a younger
female is experiencing.. Great weight loss book for women going though menopause! Lighten Up does a
great job going into both the outer and the inner game of weight loss…which most approaches skip entirely.
Diet has two games--the Inner Game & I've found many books that explain this which are difficult to
understand and this author does the perfect job of breaking down This book was very useful in clearly
explaining how hormone imbalances contribute to weight gain. I have found many books that explain this
that are tough to understand which author does the perfect job of breaking down the scientific info in an
clear to see way. Highly recommended. Don’t be turned off by the fact that this book says it’s for
menopausal women..this book has something for everyone! First, it's designed designed for females whose
bodies are dealing with the changes of menopause. BOTH Diet Games Jeanne's book inspires you by
concentrating on diet not just being an external process your have to live with, but an interior mindset you
have to consider, problem, and corral. Great publication! A weight loss book with a couple of great twists. I
really like how she splits them aside, and displays how both games are complimentary, but fundamentally
different. You need that one, too! You can get lost in our thoughts why a diet isn't working--without
setting the proper environment first. Too many words, too little time Fine try, Jeanne, it's that there 's an
excessive amount of talking involved in your book.. I don't believe those parts and bits can be found in this
publication though. Will try another one. A comprehensive arrange for ditching the excess weight in you
mind and on your body This is a different method of approaching weight loss that provides ways to support
your brain and your body instead of just concentrating on the scale. By customizing your diet and fitness
plan, and working on the mental video game playing out in your mind, it is possible to finally achieve lasting
results. A funny and engaging book with great insights about the science . Menopause. A lot more
importantly, it includes a hierarchy to improve what’s going on together with your hormones, in the
appropriate order to make changes. That’s really the triumph in this trip." Great practical programs and
recipes and incredibly much Not only another diet book!. REDUCE! Yes. Nobody explained that before Jeanne
did. Outer Game.! Great companion guideline to author's two other books! And, second, she focuses on what
she phone calls the "Inner Video game" of weight loss and lightening up - getting in touch with ourselves
and our requirements. I loved studying tips for people suffering from “Insulin Level of resistance” and
“Hasimoto’s” as I have already been told I've both. But I also like how she starts with the Outer Video
game first, not the Inner Video game. That's great, because too many so-called experts deny there's
anything different about it (and everybody knows there is).!! She actually is a guru! Two Stars Would like
my cash back! I also love how this book can be personal to each reader…there is not a collection “dieting or
exercise strategy” that you’re supposed to follow. Despite the fact that this isn’t the weight reduction
book for me, as I am very much not the mark audience, I enjoyed looking at it when researching products
for my relatives and buddies which are a bit older.
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